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Introduction
Speech is a complex waveform containing verbal (e.g. phoneme, syllable, and word) and nonverbal (e.g. speaker identity,
emotional state, and tone) information. Both the verbal and nonverbal aspects of speech are extremely important in interpersonal
communication and human-machine interaction. However, work in machine perception of speech has focused primarily on the
verbal, or content-oriented, goals of speech recognition, speech compression, and speech labeling. Usage of nonverbal
information has been limited to speaker identification applications. While the success of research in these areas is well
documented, this success is fundamentally limited by the effect of nonverbal information on the speech waveform. The extralinguistic aspect of speech is considered a source of variability that theoretically can be minimized with an appropriate
preprocessing technique; determination of such robust techniques is however, far from trivial.
It is widely believed in the speech processing community that the nonverbal component of speech contains higher-level
information that provides cues for auditory scene analysis, speech understanding, and the determination of a speaker's
psychological state or conversational tone. We believe that the identification of such nonverbal cues can improve the
performance of classic speech processing tasks and will be necessary for the realization of natural, robust human-computer
speech interfaces. In this paper we seek to address the problem of how to systematically analyze the nonverbal aspect of the
speech waveform to determine speaker affect, specifically by analyzing the pitch contour.
Methodology and Experimentation
There are many features available that may be useful for classifying speaker affect: pitch statistics, short-time energy, long-term
power spectrum of an utterance, speaking rate, phoneme and silence durations, formant ratios, and even the shape of the glottal
waveform [3, 4, 5, 8, 9]. Studies show, that prosody is the primary indicator of a speaker's emotional state [1, 7, 12]. We have
chosen to analyze prosody as an indicator of affect since it has a well-defined and easily measureable acoustical correlate -- the
pitch contour.
In order to validate the use prosody as an indicator for affect and to experiment with real speech, we need to address two
problems:
• First, and perhaps most difficult, is the task of obtaining a speech corpus containing utterances that are truly
representative of an affect.
• Second, what exactly are the useful features of the pitch contour in classifying affect? Especially as many factors
influence the prosodic structure of an utterance and only one of these is speaker’s emotional state [6, 7, 9].
In our ongoing research effort, we have considered the two above-mentioned issues separately. The first task
addressed was the development of an appropriate speech corpus. In our initial experiments we asked a group of 16 students to
recite phrases like “Here's looking at you, kid!”, “Are you crazy?”, “Are you looking at me?”, etc., with the affects of gladness,
sadness, anger, disgust, fear, surprise, or neutral, that were appropriate for each statement . The students repeated their
attempts until they felt that their utterance was representative of the desired affect.
Undertaking human subject studies with this data, we found, however, that the different affects present in a specific phrase by a
single speaker were marginally distinguishable to listeners not present during recording. In fact, many speakers seemed to
impart little or no affect to any of the phrases. To avoid using speech that did not correctly represent affect for training, we
considered using motion pictures and television broadcasts as alternate sources of utterances. We decided that day-time talk

shows were a suitable source of data for the following reasons; (a) many affect classes are clearly, even grossly, represented,
(b) the speech quality is good with little background noise, and (c) much more data is available due to the quantity of daily talk
shows. We have recorded several hours of programs and utterances representative of each of the affect classes have been
digitized (16 kHz sampling rate, 16 bits-per-sample) and stored.
The pitch contour is extracted from the speech waveform using the method described in [12]. This is a very simple, less robust
algorithm with many limitations. To improve our analysis we are implementing two different pitch detectors. One is based on the
cochlear correlogram, as in [11], and the other uses PSOLA/SOLA methods. These methods will automate our pitch tracking
and allow for more robust analysis. We have also identified three key features of the pitch contour that might be useful for
classification: phoneme duration statistics, silence duration statistics, and pitch value statistics. In our initial studies we have
chosen to examine only the pitch value statistics. We have been able to observe significant differences between different affect
classes using only the mean and variance of the pitch value; this agrees with work from [13].
Conclusions and Future Work
Our next step is to perform principal component analysis on the pitch statistic feature vectors; this will require more data for our
speech corpus. In future work we plan to label phonemes, words, phrases, and silences so that we may investigate their
statistics for classification and clustering. We are also implementing a multiresolution decomposition method for the pitch contour
using filterbanks. This is based on the hypothesis that there is an underlying macroprosodic component of the pitch contour that
conveys affect [10]. Lastly, pitch contours may be "completed" across unvoiced regions of speech using interpolating splines to
obtain a smooth time-frequency pitch function.
In this paper we present an approach for investigating the prosody of speech for the determination of speaker state or affect. We
are also working on developing a novel speech corpus that overcomes the problem of obtaining speech truly representative of
an affect class. We maintain that speaker-state classification will prove valuable to researchers investigating the production of
natural-sounding synthetic speech, developing perceptual human-computer interfaces, and improving traditional speech
processing algorithms.
Further details on this work are available from www.cc.gatech.edu/~irfan/publications/pui.97/.
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